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CyprusScene is making a strong comeback despite its recent problems
CyprusScene.com
EDITOR AND NEWSROOM
Chris ELLIOTT
email:
kyreniacommentator@cyprusscene.com

DEPUTY EDITOR
EVENTS AND REVIEWS
Margaret SHEARD
email:

By Chris Elliott...
Many of our followers will be aware
that for the past few weeks and
months it has become increasingly
difficult to keep the flow of news and
reviews moving due to the sickness of
our editor, Margaret Sheard who is
suffering and receiving treatment for
lung cancer and in the past few weeks
she has been having daily radiotherapy
for two tumours on her brain.

kyreniacatkin@cyprusscene.com

RESIDENT JOURNALIST
Ahmet ABDULAZIZ
email: ahmet_5591@hotmail.com

SPORTS CORRESPONDENT
Richard BEALE
email:

The pressure on me has been huge as I
have been caring for her at home and
taking her for treatment so my office
time has been limited and I am
extremely grateful to team members
Umy 1 and Hugh Jarss who have
taken much processing work from me
but by the end of Margaret’s daily
treatment, I had reached an all-time
low and was feeling this can’t go on.

kyreniacommentator@cyprusscene.com

I guess with 9 years of promoting and

publishing news and reviews together
with
Margaret
and
lots
of
encouragement coming to us I
decided on one last try had to be
made.
Firstly I refreshed the CyprusScene
website image and added new
features and am planning more and I
believe we can regain our popularity,
more so if I can make time away
from the office meeting and help
people again.
We had set up podcasts of most of
our articles across many channels but
this had stalled due to lack of time
available but is now being brought up
to date and it’s interesting to see our
key listening countries are the US,
UK, and Cyprus. I also have a dream
of being able to make video
interviews which we have made a
few but need help to get this project
moving again.

I had taken over the weekly online
newspaper design from Margaret but
with her recent treatment schedule
and some technical issues we have
had a couple of weeks' downtime but
we are now moving ahead again with
publishing.
So its full steam ahead again and if
there are any people who would like
to help us and the TRNC promotions,
then do please contact me,
Thank you
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Martyrs Families Asso, files criminal complaint against EOKA Killers

Association of Martyrs Families
and War Veterans filed a
criminal
complaint
against
EOKA members who confessed
to killing 68 Turkish Cypriots.
The Association of Martyrs
Families and War Veterans
applied to the TRNC Police

General Directorate and filed a
criminal complaint against EOKA
members, who confessed on a
television channel that they killed
68 Turkish Cypriots in 1964.
In his statement, President of the
Association, Gürsel Benan, said:
“Two
Greek killers “Athos
Petridis” and “Neoptolemos Leftis”

confessed on Omega TV that they
stopped the passing Turkish buses,
removed the Turks, first took their
money, shot them with a gun, then
killed them with skewers and
buried them in pits. “We, as the
Association of Martyrs Families
and War Veterans, have filed a
criminal complaint for the two
Greek killers”. Benan added “We
announce to the public that we will
take the issue to the UN, EU, and
ECHR after we file a lawsuit in the
Greek Cypriot side.”
The two EOKA hitmen confessed
last week on Omega TV that they
had killed 68 Turks at different
times, beginning in 1964, by
shooting them first and then

stabbing them.
Neoptolemos
Leftis, stated that an order came
after the killing of 2 Greek officers
and a Greek police officer who
tried to determine the Turkish
positions in Famagusta in 1964 and
added, “We were a force of about
500 people. An order was given to
us to kill 10 Turks for every Greek
life. They asked me about the 68
Turks we killed and their burial
places”.
Source: TRNC Public Information
Office.
Photo source: TRNC Public
Information
website/YUKSEL
AYTUG – SABAH

Makarios’ Men Admit Massacres
Blood-curdling
confession.

massacre

Neoptolemos Leftis and Athos
Petridis, two surviving gunmen of
the Greek Cypriot armed terrorist
organization
EOKA
(Ethniki
Organosis Kiprion Agoniston ,
‘National Organization of the
Cypriot
Warriors’)
which
committed its first bloody act on
April 1st, 1955 in order to end the
British colonial rule in Cyprus and
to annex the island to Greece
(Enosis),
confessed
to
the
massacres they had carried out
against the Turkish Cypriots as part
of an assassination group in 1964.
“We shot 68 Turkish Cypriots
and threw them into a pit.”
Neoptolemos Leftis and Athos
Petridis confessed to the massacres
in cold blood on Omega TV stating
that they were members of the
group led by Nikos Sampson when
EOKA began the attack against the
Turkish Cypriots.

Speaking to Greek Cypriot Omega
TV in an interview with Soteris
Paroutis, the two gunmen said that
they loaded 68 civilian and
unarmed Turkish Cypriots into
large vehicles at different times, in
1964, and took them to Eylence
region (the village near Lefkoşa in
South Cyprus), got them out of the
vehicles and lined them up at the
head of the pits, shot and then
skewered them. They pushed the
Turkish Cypriots they killed into
the pit.
“We took 10 Turkish Cypriots
lives for one Greek Cypriot life.”
Neoptolemos Leftis stated “after
the murder of 2 Greek officers and
a Greek Cypriot police officer who
were trying to locate the Turkish
positions in Famagusta city in
1964. they were ordered to kill 10
Turkish Cypriots for one Greek
Cypriot killed and they organized a
group of 500 people to implement
this order and they went through
training”. Leftis said, “We were
going to kill 10 Turkish Cypriots
for one Greek Cypriot, and that’s

how it happened. That’s why we
killed 68 Turkish Cypriots. They
still ask me about the 68 Turkish
Cypriots we killed and their burial
places. Where can you find it, so
much time has passed”.
“We
were eliminating the
Turkish Cypriots by shooting
them with guns and throwing
them into the pits.”
Regarding the massacres they
carried out, Athos Petridis said,
“We were stopping the vehicles
passing near the village of Eylence.
Turkish Cypriots were traveling in
big cars and buses. We were getting
the Turkish Cypriots out of the

vehicles and first taking their
money and valuables. Then we
were shooting, skewering and
disposing of them by throwing them
into the pits.”
Many more massacres against the
Turkish Cypriots were carried out
by EOKA until 1974 with the same
barbarity confessed to by both
gunmen.
Source: TRNC Public Information
Office
Picture source: TRNC Public
Information website and Ömer
BİLGE NICOSIA HÜRRİYET
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Tatar and Çavuşoğlu agree need for island’s two sides cooperationt
transformation of the ‘Republic of
Cyprus’ into a Greek Cypriot
administration after we were ousted
from the State and our rights denied –
are a major violation of human rights
and that practices such as embargoes,
isolation and restrictions that should not
exist in this day and age are still applied
to the Turkish Cypriot People.”
President Ersin Tatar and Turkish
Minister of Foreign Affairs, Mevlüt
Çavuşoğlu, declares: “What is
important for us is to put forward
proposals based on cooperation
between the island’s two Sides”
President Ersin Tatar received the
Minister of Foreign Affairs of the
Republic of Türkiye, Mevlüt
Çavuşoğlu, who was holding official
contacts in the TRNC.
Their tête-à-tête, followed by a
meeting of delegates from the two
countries, culminated in a joint press
conference. President Ersin Tatar and
Mr Çavuşoğlu both emphasised the
sovereign equality of the two Sides in
Cyprus and underlined that any formal
negotiations between them would not
take place on 54-year-old federal
grounds, now exhausted, but on a
State-to-State basis.
Responding
to
“unacceptable”
proposals repeatedly put forward by
Greek
Cypriot
leader
Nicos
Anastasiades in the guise of so-called
confidence-building
measures,
President Tatar said the Turkish side
was working on and would soon
announce proposals for cooperation
between the island’s two Sides that
would benefit both Peoples.
He
referred to the new vision for a two
States settlement – based on sovereign
equality and equal international status
– put forward in Geneva, Switzerland,
in April 2021 by the Turkish Cypriot
side, supported by the Republic of
Türkiye, saying: “The Turkish Cypriot
side announced to the [United
Nations] and to the whole world, at the
5+UN informal meeting in Geneva,
that formal negotiations could
commence on the basis of two States
with sovereign equality and equal
international status. We see this as

pivotal for sustainable peace and
stability in Cyprus and it also
conforms to the factual realities of the
island. Lessons must be learned from
the past and nobody can deny that the
Greek Cypriot side has consistently
rejected an equality-based settlement
for over half a century. It is time to
move on and turn a new page; to adopt
a new basis for negotiations. The
Turkish Minister of Foreign Affairs,
Mevlüt Çavuşoğlu, who was also in
Geneva [that] April, supported our
proposal – put forward for the first
time – and since then Türkiye
continues to demonstrate full support
for that new policy . . . in various
international meetings and contacts
worldwide.”
The President thanked Turkish
President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan and
Mr Çavuşoğlu for their backing.
“Our understanding of ‘common
ground’ is our sovereign equality
and equal international status”
President Tatar added: “The UN
Secretary-General stated during the
meetings in Geneva [in April 2021]
and in a tripartite meeting in New
York last September, that if there is
common ground between the two
sides, the formal negotiating process
can begin. We constantly share with
them our understanding of what
‘common ground’ is, and that it is
based on our sovereign equality and
equal international status.”
This, he said, was an inherent right
emanating from history as well as
international agreements, specifically
the 1960 Treaties enshrining the
existence of two separate Peoples and
co-founders of the Republic of Cyprus.
“Therefore, we want the international
community to see that the injustices
are still being meted out to the Turkish
Cypriots – starting [in 1963] with the

Anastasiades’s Confidence-Building
Measures “are null and void”
President Tatar said Greek Cypriot
leader Nicos Anastasiades had revealed
his vision for Confidence-Building
Measures (CBMs) during the informal
Cyprus meeting in Geneva, and had
recently brought the issue back to the
agenda by sending a letter to him.
Commenting on the Greek Cypriot
side’s proposals, he said: “To give the
supervision of Ercan [Airport] to the
UN so that there can be direct flights; to
hand control of Gazimağusa port to the
European Union [EU] and Maraş to the
UN in return for direct trade . . . at the
same time, [requiring] the Republic of
Türkiye to open her ports to them and
upon the handing over of Ercan to the
UN, there is an expectation to take
control of the one Flight Information
Region (FIR) for the airport, to use a
single Flight Information Region (FIR)
and turn the airspace situation against
us.
“We have explained before that this is
unacceptable, but [Anastasiades] made
the same suggestions in the letter he
sent me recently, and unfortunately he
is constantly bringing them up. It is not
possible for us to accept them, because
the intention behind them is to extend
the authority of the ‘Republic of
Cyprus’ and to violate the sovereignty
of the Turkish Republic of Northern
Cyprus [TRNC] . . . These proposals
are null and void.”
“We will present our cooperation
proposals to the other side in the near
future”
“What is important for us is to put
forward suggestions that will benefit
both Peoples, through the cooperation
of both parties,” the President added.
“The Turkish side constantly brings
these issues to the table at meetings

held under the auspices of the UN. We
consult over all of these processes
with our Motherland and guarantor
country, the Republic of Türkiye, and
have discussed various details during
today’s meetings too. The Turkish
Cypriot side will soon be presenting
its own proposals enshrining mutual
cooperation that will be beneficial to
both sides.”
“Cooperation with the TRNC is
important
for
Türkiye
in
maintaining the balance in the
eastern Mediterranean”
Current events in the eastern
Mediterranean and around the world,
especially in Ukraine, all point to a
new equilibrium being formed, said
the President, adding: “It is extremely
important and valuable for Republic of
Türkiye, as a strong country observing
these developments, to cooperate with
the Turkish Republic of Northern
Cyprus in order to maintain the
balance in the eastern Mediterranean.
It is with this understanding that we
are happy to cooperate with Türkiye
ceaselessly and intimately. In the
TRNC we observe with great
discomfort Greek moves in relation to
the Aegean islands. We condemn
these attempts, in violation of
international treaties and conventions,
and are determined to continue our
struggle to prevent similar situations
in Cyprus.”
Mr Çavuşoğlu: “The observer
status of the TRNC in the
Organisation of Turkic States will
be evaluated at the end-of-year
summit”
Mr Çavuşoğlu thanked President
Tatar for his invitation and hospitality
and expressed his great pleasure to be
in the TRNC.
He described as “productive” a
meeting that morning with TRNC
Foreign Minister Tahsin Ertuğruloğlu,
at which he said relations between the
Republic of Türkiye and the TRNC
had been evaluated. Mr Çavuşoğlu
said they had also considered
additional steps they could take to
defend the rights of the TRNC and the

Continued on page 5....
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Turkish Cypriot People on the
international stage, and efforts they
would make to increase the TRNC’s
visibility in the international arena.
Pointing out that the TRNC had applied
for observer status at the Organisation of
Turkic States, Mr Çavuşoğlu said work
on this issue was continuing and a
decision would be taken at a summit to
be held in Uzbekistan at the end of the
year.
“Sovereign equality and equal status of
the Turkish Cypriot People must be
registered”
Reflecting on his meeting with President
Tatar and his delegation, Mr Çavuşoğlu
said: “We have a joint vision for the
solution of the Cyprus issue. It is clear
that what is needed for anew formal
negotiating process to start on the island
and be successful is for the sovereign
equality and equal status of the Turkish
Cypriot People to be registered.”
“The Turkish Cypriot People have
always had these inherent rights and did
not acquire them through negotiations,”
added Mr Çavuşoğlu, underlining that
Turkish Cypriots had these rights from
the outset which were reaffirmed in 1960
but later usurped.
“Negotiation takes place between
equals, or it has no meaning”
Mr Çavuşoğlu continued: “These rights
cannot be denied. To deny them is to
deny the identity and essence of the
Turkish Cypriot People. We cannot
allow this.
“Negotiation happens between equals,
otherwise it makes no sense and will
yield no results. We have already
experienced this, time after time, for 54
years – and are very clear about who
rejects equality – and as we have
emphasised already, we do not have
another 50 years to lose.”
“If there is to be negotiation from now
on, it will be between two States, not
two communities”
Referring to the two States proposal put
forward by President Tatar in Geneva
last year, Mr Çavuşoğlu declared that
Türkiye’s backing “is as strong and full
today as it was then” and that Ankara
would continue to support the
President’s vision on every platform,

especially at the UN.
He stated: “Firstly, the status of the
two Sides should be equalised outside
the negotiating chamber. Then they
will decide for themselves what kind
of cooperation model to implement on
the island. This is not a vision for a
negotiating position; it is the sole
solution dictated by the facts and
historical experiences on the ground.
We remain determined on this issue
because this is the will shown by the
Turkish Cypriot People.”
He emphasised that the EU was the
mouthpiece of the Greek Cypriot
administration and so had no right to
dictate any solution model contrary to
the will of the Turkish Cypriot People
and commented: “The Greek Cypriot
side is trying to make people forget
this and to divert attention. We are
aware of this, and I stress once more
that we will not allow it.”
“This is a reflex reaction to his
discomfort
over
the
Maraş
opening”
Mr Çavuşoğlu said the Greek Cypriot
side was “trying to sell outdated
confidence-building measures” in the
EU and the wider international
community as if they were new
suggestions and commented: “If there
was a new idea in it, we would always
be willing to discuss it . . . But these
are the suggestions that Mr
Anastasiades aired in Geneva, having
extracted them from old notebooks as
he had not managed to come up with
any new ideas, and they were made
mainly to dilute the negotiation
process. It is clear they are a reflex
reaction in his discomfort over the
opening of Maraş.”
“The Turkish Cypriot side will also
offer cooperation proposals in the
coming days”
Confirming that the Turkish Cypriots
would also be putting forward
proposals soon for greater cooperation
between the TRNC and the Greek
Cypriot side, Mr Çavuşoğlu said:
“They are suggestions that concern
not only the island of Cyprus but
essentially the whole region; are
important for the stability and
development of the region and will

contribute to finding a solution to [its]
problems.
“If the Greek Cypriot side really
wants to cooperate, it will consider
them positively, sit down and talk and
evaluate them with the Turkish
Cypriot side. If they have no such
intention, the Turkish Cypriot side
will continue on its way.”
Türkiye is determined to defend its
rights in the eastern Mediterranean, as
well as those of the TRNC and the
Turkish Cypriot People, he added, but
is genuinely open to cooperation
within the framework of international
law “as long as the Greek Cypriots
and Greece are sincere”.
“We are in favour of cooperation
on the hydrocarbons issue”
Mr Çavuşoğlu said an offer already
made by the TRNC on the equitable
sharing of the region’s hydrocarbons
resources remains on the table and
“we are in favour of cooperation”.
He said Türkiye defends this offer on
every platform, particularly at the EU
and the UN, and commented: “If the
Greek Cypriot side wants to achieve
cooperation, they should not say ‘No’
to it; they should say ‘Yes’.”
“Maraş is TRNC territory”
Mr Çavuşoğlu also underlined that
the Greek Cypriot side was set on
getting Maraş back, and said:
“Maraş is TRNC territory and the
steps taken [towards its] opening do
not violate international law . . . They
are steps taken for the good of both
Peoples on the island [and] will be
even more beneficial in future,
[including] for the Greek Cypriots.
We are in full support of the steps
taken so far over Maraş and those
envisaged from now on.”
“The Greek Cypriot side should not
make pointless efforts”
Mr Çavuşoğlu called on the Greek
Cypriot side not to “make pointless
efforts” and urged: “They should not
occupy the agenda of the UN and EU
with unnecessary propaganda. There
are cooperation opportunities ahead
of us. Let’s take advantage of
[them].”
Citing an example, he expressed

“disappointment” over “ridiculous”
Greek Cypriot claims that the placing
of sunbeds on the beach at Maraş,
and similar small measures, posed a
threat to international security. “Let
them come out with real arguments,”
he commented.
After their opening statements,
President Tatar and Mr Çavuşoğlu
answered journalists’ questions.
Asked about the Greek Cypriot side’s
attempt to “direct the international
community” with its statements about
using confidence-building measures
as a means to initiate talks, Mr Tatar
said: “It is not possible for us to
accept any proposal that will harm or
debase TRNC sovereignty. It is null
and void for us and in my opinion, the
suggestion made is outrageous.”
He said the “game” being played now
is to dilute the authority and
sovereignty of the TRNC and to make
Turkish Cypriots a minority in time
through the thesis of federation, but
“we do not subscribe to such a thesis
any more”.
Mr Çavuşoğlu pointed out that the
Greek Cypriot administration, which
is insistent on federation, had rejected
all federal proposals for 54 years and
the line it was pursuing now arose out
of their discomfort over the opening
of Maraş. Greek Cypriots also want
to use their properties in Maraş, as is
their natural right, and this is why
Türkiye supports the TRNC’s
initiative, so that both Sides could
benefit from it.
Mr Çavuşoğlu: “Their aim is to
bypass the TRNC and talk to us
directly, but we will not allow this”
Mr
Çavuşoğlu
said
some
international
organisations
and
country representatives had come to
Türkiye to evaluate the “new” Greek
Cypriot suggestions, but Ankara had
demonstrated that the proposals had
been put forward in the past. These
moves were an attempt to meet with
Türkiye directly, bypassing the
TRNC, and his nation would not
allow this.

Continued on page 6....
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continued......Tatar and Çavuşoğlu agreement
He dismissed as “unimportant” recent
statements that could “inflame
tensions” and claims that Greek Prime
Minister Kyriakos Mitsotakis was to
visit the Greek Cypriot side to
evaluate the strategy against the
Turkish Cypriot side, commenting
that many meetings and approaches
had taken place in the past from
which Türkiye was excluded, and all
were invalid.
“We are not pro-tension, we are in
favour of cooperation; of fair sharing
in the eastern Mediterranean,” said
Mr Çavuşoğlu. Criticising the Greek

Cypriot side’s actions, he said that
instead of crying “Türkiye will attack
us”, it should take advantage of the
power and opportunities offered by his
nation, which was open to cooperation
for the resolution of problems. He
added that the purpose of Turkish
visits to TRNC was not to provoke
anyone but to make their own
investigations – efforts which were
important for the future of the island.
Tatar: “Our hope is to realise the
opening of Maraş step by step in
line with international law”

Asked what the next step in Maraş
would be, President Tatar underlined
that Maraş lay within the jurisdiction
of the TRNC, and said the aim has
always been to open the fenced part
of Maraş step by step, in accordance
with international law.
Pointing to the district as an
“extraordinary destination” visited by
more than 500,000 people in the short
time since Maraş was opened in
October 2020, the President said the
Turkish side had also done everything
necessary for former Greek Cypriot
inhabitants to be able to seek an

effective domestic legal remedy
through the European Court of
Human Rights sanctioned Immovable
Property Commission. He said
despite
the
Greek
Cypriot
administration’s coercion, some 459
Greek Cypriot applications had been
received – which he believes will
increase.
Source: Presidency of the Turkish
Republick of Northern Cyprus

President Erdoğan: They can only expect a two state solution
up its rights.
In his speech on the “Distinguished
Observer Day” activities of the EFES2022 Exercise, Erdoğan gave a strong
message on the Cyprus issue.

Statement by Turkish President
Erdoğan: “They did not leave a
solution other than the independent
two-state method in Cyprus”

Turkish President Recep Tayyip
Erdoğan warned about the islands in
the Aegean Sea and hydrocarbons in
the Eastern Mediterranean. Erdoğan
emphasized that Turkey will not give

Erdoğan
underlined
that
the
ambivalent and imposing attitude of
the Greek Cypriot side did not leave
any solution other than the equal,
sovereign, and independent two-state
method on the island.
Erdoğan said, “Every action taken by
the Greek Cypriots such as giving
heavy weapons training to priests and

opening
offices
for
terrorist
organizations, shows the accuracy of
this decision.”
Speaking about the hydrocarbon
exploration and drilling activities in
the Eastern Mediterranean, Erdoğan
stated that the activities will be carried
out in accordance with the United
Nations
practices
and
other
international practices and also
stressed “We did not and will not
allow any savings or action to be taken
in our jurisdictions.”
Source: TRNC Public Information
Office

FM Ertuğruloğlu meets Turkish FM Çavuşoğlu
TRNC Minister of Foreign Affairs,
Tahsin Ertuğruloğlu, met with
Turkish Foreign Minister, Mevlüt
Çavuşoğlu, who was in the Turkish
Republic of Northern Cyprus in order
to make official contacts.
In his speech, Çavuşoğlu commented
on the war in Ukraine and the global
food crisis and stated that they
defended the rights of Türkiye and the
TRNC within the framework of
entrepreneurial and humanitarian
foreign policy.
Çavuşoğlu
stated that Türkiye
expresses on every platform that their
position on Cyprus regarding the
negotiations is clear. He added that

the negotiations should be initiated
between two equally sovereign states
and a solution has to be based on two
states in Cyprus. Noting that within
the scope of the visit, they will also
evaluate the steps that Türkiye and the
TRNC can take in the diplomatic and
political
fields,
Çavuşoğlu
emphasized that they are working
together to explain the rightful cause
of the TRNC to the international
community.
Foreign Minister Ertuğruloğlu stated
that he was happy to host Çavuşoğlu,
who had given a lecture on peace and
diplomacy to the world. Speaking
during Monday’s meeting held at the
TRNC Ministry of Foreign Affairs,

Minister Tahsin Ertuğruloğlu said that
efforts to defend the national cause
have been continuing. He noted that a
new page has been opened in Cyprus
and added that the negotiation process,
namely intercommunal negotiations
that have been going on between the
two sides for the past 60 years,
collapsed in Crans Montana in 2017.
He pointed out there is the reality of
two separate states in Cyprus which
have equal sovereignty and equal
international status. This reality which
has been ignored for years can no
longer be denied,” he said.
Ertuğruloğlu said that any future
negotiations could only be carried out
on the basis of two sovereign and equal

states and good neighbourly relations.
The Minister warned that the
international community’s insistence
to continue the injustice against
Turkish Cypriots will continue to
prevent negotiations or a settlement on
the island.
Source: TRNC Public Information
Office
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Ersin Tatar: Greek Cypriots should stop cooperating with terrorists
President Ersin Tatar: “I invite the
Greek Cypriot Administration to
review its relationship with
terrorism
and
terrorist
organisations
and
to
cease
cooperating
with
terrorist
organisations which, with their
political motives, pose a threat to
the people of the world
The need for new global security
requirements has emerged together
with the Ukraine-Russia war and has
brought to the agenda the need for
cooperation for a new regional and
global security.
Following the formal applications for
NATO membership by Sweden and
Finland last month, motherland
Türkiye has revealed the activities
and
existence
of
terrorist
organisations PKK and PYD/YPG in
some EU member states, in particular
in Sweden, and put forth how the
PKK and PYD/YPG pose a threat to
national and regional security with
documentary evidence.
It was clearly expressed by officials
of motherland Türkiye that the
NATO membership process of
Sweden and Finland will not
progress if Türkiye’s security
concerns are not met in a certain time
frame.
This has, once again,
highlighted the importance of the
need for countries which have been
accommodating
terrorist
organisations and allowing them to
structure themselves, to take
immediate steps to eliminate the
terrorist organisations that pose a

threat to global peace.
In this context, I am compelled to
point out the obvious dangers posed
by the relationship of Greek Cypriot
Administration and the PKK terrorist
organisation regarding the security of
the country and the region, which
again came to the agenda after the
Greek Cypriot Administration issued
the
appropriate
permits
that
authorised the PYD, the political arm
of the PKK, to open a representative
office in South Cyprus last January.
I would like to underline that there is
no difference between the PKK and
the PYD/YPG, which are included in
the terrorism list that was approved
by the Parliamentary Assembly of
our Republic, and that any
distinctions made by others regarding
these organisations are irrelevant and
have no meaning for the TRNC.
The stance and position of the TRNC
is clear irrespective of the different
forms, names, shapes and dimensions
of the PKK terror organisation.
When careful analysis is made of the
reports published by credible
organisations such as Amnesty
International
and
International
Human Rights Organisation, which
are internationally accepted and used
for referencing, the war crimes
committed
by
this
terrorist
organisation in the regions they
control in Syria and the crimes
against humanity committed against
Turkmen, Arabs and Kurds is most
conspicuously seen.

The flow of ammunition, intelligence
and militants between PKK and
PYD/YPG terrorist organisations have
been documented many times.
I am further obliged to point out that
the Greek Cypriot Administration has
indeed been betraying global peace
and supporting terrorism. In the past
they issued PKK terror group leader
Abdullah Öcalan a Diplomatic
“Republic of Cyprus” passport under
the supervision of Greek Intelligence
Organisation personnel, under the
pseudonym “Lazaros Mavros”, so that
he could freely move around and
escape. Today, the Greek Cypriot Side
is allowing the terrorist organisation to
open a representative office.
Therefore, I invite the Greek Cypriot
Administration
to
immediately
abandon the approach which is
tantamount to using terrorism as a
secret “war tool”, and which serves no
other purpose except raising regional
tension.
The continuing ideal of the Greek

Cypriot Side that prompts clergymen
to target practice with automatic
machine guns, that praises the bloodshedding EOKA terrorist organisation
who swore to exterminate the Turkish
presence on the island and to annex
Cyprus to Greece, that allows the
Neo-nazi fascist ELAM organisation
into “parliament” and support the
aforementioned terrorist organisation,
proves to everyone, to us and to the
relevant countries, if they can look in
an unbiased way once again, that the
most realistic solution in Cyprus is for
the two Peoples to live side by side in
their own States and to establish good
neighbourly relations on the basis of a
cooperative relationship.
I
invite
the
Greek
Cypriot
Administration
to
review
its
relationship with terrorism and terrorist
organisations and to cease cooperating
with terrorist organisations which, with
their political motives, pose a threat to
the people of the world.
Source: Presidency of the Turkish
Republic of Northern Cyprus

"Martyr Gönyeli" 2022 Search and Rescue Exercise was held
“Martyr
Lieutenant
Caner
Gönyeli 2022 Search and Rescue
Exercise” was held,
The land phase of the "Martyr
Gönyeli" Search and Rescue
exercise was carried out in the
region of Girne St.Hilarion (101
Houses) yesterday (14/06/2022).
The exercise, which will be carried
out in two phases on land and sea,

testing 3 scenarios, with the
participation of civil and military
authorities in the TRNC and the
Republic of Turkey search and rescue
organization.
The offshore phase will be held today
15th June near Gazimağusa. President
Ersin Tatar, 2nd. President Mehmet
Ali Talat, Turkish Ambassador to
Lefkoşa Ali Murat Başçeri, Security

Forces Commander Major General
Zorlu Topaloğlu, Foreign Minister
Tahsin Ertuğruloğlu, some deputies,
military personnel, foreign observers,
and many press members from the
TRNC and abroad were present in the
exercise.
Source: TRNC Public Information
Office
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TRNC Cittaslow Network at International Assembly in Italy
TRNC
Cittaslow
Network
representatives attended the general
assembly of the International
Cittaslow Network organized in
Orvieto, Italy. The President of the
Network and the Mayor of
Yeniboğaziçi Mustafa Zurnacılar and
the Mayor of Mehmetçik Cemil
Sarıçizmeli took part in the meeting
on behalf of the TRNC Cittaslow
Network.

According to the information given
by the TRNC Cittaslow Network to
the Turkish News Agency-Cyprus
(TAK), the President of TRNC
Cittaslow
Network
Mustafa
Zurnacılar and Mehmetçik Mayor
Cemil Sarıçizmeli made speeches at
the Cittaslow General Assembly.
Source: TRNC Public Information
Office

“arada-ara/HIATUS” Photo exhibition at ARUCAD Art Space
The solo exhibition by Assist. Prof.
Dr. İsmail Gökçe, head of the
Photography and Video Department
and photographic artist from Arkin
University of Creative Arts and
Design (ARUCAD), welcomed art
lovers with a cocktail party on
Tuesday evening, 14th of June.
Cinematographic effects are very
much in evidence in the photographs
and one’s attention is drawn to the
use of light in the perception of
loneliness, silence and time.

interest in the panoramic photographs.
All of them were taken in Cyprus and
the observer is left with feelings of
being in limbo, abandonment and
loneliness in Cyprus.
The exhibition will run until 10th of
August at ARUCAD Art Space, in
Nicosia.
Source (Turkish): Arkin University of
Creative
Arts
and
Design
(ARUCAD),

Art lovers showed a great deal of

ARUCAD extends deadline for design competition

Arkin University of Creative Arts
and Design
(ARUCAD) has
delayed the deadline of their
traditional design competition for
High School students until the 15th
of July 2022. The theme for
competition in its 3rd year is: “We
can halt the climate crisis”.
The competition aims to gauge the

feelings of the younger generation
to the problems of climate change,
to observe their perspectives on the
immediate future of the earth, and
also to encourage new artistic
visions in them. Applications are
invited from High School students
from Northern Cyprus, Türkiye, or
elsewhere.

The competition is open to a variety
of studies in different disciplines on
the climate crisis. Paintings,
photographs,
videos,
digital
paintings, posters, comic books,
ceramics,
sculptures,
or
a
combination
of
these
are
acceptable.

* Runner-up social media prize:
750 TL
* 3rd place social media prize: 500
TL.

The total prize money for the
winners this year has been fixed at
30,000 TL.

Applications
and
further
information about the competition
can be obtained at: arucad.edu.tr or
on WhatsApp 0533 820 21 83.

* First place: 10,000TL
* Second place: 7,500 TL
* Third place: 5,000 TL
* Two Special Jury prizes: 2,500
TL each
* 1st place social media prize:
1,250 TL

As well as these prizes the schools
of the winners will receive a total of
10,000 TL for their art studios.

Source (Turkish): Arkin University
of Creative Arts and Design
(ARUCAD)
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Thank you again TRNC Notary Kamil Aktepeli for helping sell my car
By Margaret Sheard ….
I am pleased to say that there are
people who will help you when
you are in desperate need of
assistance and I would like to
thank Kamil Aktepeli again for his
help in the sale of my car. He
originally helped me when Chris
Elliott was in the hospital and was
unable to attend a Police
Immigration appointment for
Residency Permit and Kamil
Aktepeli
as
official
Noter
witnessed documents and stamp
them so the Residency process was
not delayed
Now as many readers will have
seen. I have been battling cancer
for a year and have to fund the
treatment costs and as I had not
been driving my car I decided to
sell it to fund future treatment
costs.

Kamil Aktepeli of Dijal Emlak Şti
Ltd located in Metform Plaza,
Karakum was again a great help in
preparing a power of attorney
document and accompanying the
buyer we found to my home where
I signed the necessary form and
was paid the agreed sale price by
the new owner.
The following day I received a
photo by email of the log book
which confirmed the transfer of
ownership had been completed and
I would like to thank those very
kind people Kamil, Ahmet, and
Hasan who visited me and helped
me conclude this sale at this very
difficult time in my life.
If I may, I detail here a Go Fund
Me fundraising page where readers
that wish to, can learn more of my
horrendous year fighting cancer,
and perhaps if they wish to make a
donation, they may do so.

https://gofund.me/da997ac5

SPOT Turtle Conservation Society’s plea to protect the turtles
Akdeniz,
Alagadi,
Tatlısu,
Mersinlik,
Kantara,
Kaplıca,
Ronnas, Ayfilon, Altınkum, the
Famagusta Boğaz and the stretch
between Kaleburnu and Dipkarpaz.

Readers mail….
From Damla Beton….
A call has gone out to the public
and the authorities from the North
Cyprus Society for the Protection
of Turtles, (SPOT).
As in every year with the beginning
of the summer months, sea turtles
have started to spawn on our

This ban is not without reason.
Hundreds of nests are destroyed
every year and thousands of baby
turtles die because of illegal human
activities. Stray dogs, abandoned
by humans eat the eggs and young
turtles and are of particular danger
beaches.
for the existence of turtles in our
Turtles lay their eggs on beaches country.
and amongst the dunes. It is
prohibited to drive motor vehicles, We are inviting our people to be
to park vehicles or caravans, to more sensitive in protecting the sea
light fires at night, to use lights and turtles because they are the most
to walk dogs in these areas. If you important natural treasure of our
take part in such activities officials country. Our own Ministry of
will intervene to remove you from Tourism has adopted them as its
them; in particular, from beaches at logo. They are also a part of our

identity and portrayal
country to the world.

of

our

We appeal to our valued, nature
loving people:
“Please do not use motor vehicles
on beaches and do not park on the
sand dunes. Do not leave your dogs
unattended and report stray dogs
seen in these areas to the local
municipalities.
At the same time we expect all
authorities to take the necessary
precautions conscientiously.
Let us together protect the sea
turtles to happily share this island
with them!”
Source (Turkish): SPOT
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“Operation Eagle Claw”, a failed rescue operation
Unfortunately,
nothing
according to the plan.

“Operation Eagle Claw”, was a
failed rescue operation that had
shaken the world in 1980.
By Ahmet Abdulaziz…..
Surfing on the net just, i came across
a video about the “Operation Eagle
Claw”. I got stuck there, because that
was the topic that had attracted me, 42
years ago. After watching the video, I
found a full documentary about this
operation, and watched it on
television at home. Indeed fantastic it
was, but that took me way back to my
past, when as an amateur journalist, i
had followed this story, through
newspapers and television.
“Operation Eagle Claw” was a very
ambitious US military plan, to rescue
the 52 staff members of the American
embassy held captive by the
Government backed anti-America
Iranian students in Tehran. The secret
mission was carried out on the night
of 24-25th April 1980. The rescue
plan failed, costing the lives of 8
American soldiers. There were 5
American soldiers injured. That was
perhaps one of the most disastrous
events in American history.
Way back in those days, I was
specifically interested in the thenongoing anti-Shah protests and the
ultimate revolution in Iran, since I had
been there in 1972. I was 17 years old
in 1972, and along with my parents
had visited Iran. We had spent one
day in Zahidan, one night in Mashad,
and a week in Tehran, on our way to
Turkey. During the whole week that
we stayed in Tehran, in 1972, I had
done nothing but roaming, here and
there.

went

With this my personal background,
the failure of Operation Eagle Claw,
had stunned everybody. As a young
boy then, we were used to watching
films of the American secret agents
who were always succeeding in
achieving their goals. Though the
Americans had already lost the
Vietnam war, a few years before, still
the very image of the success of secret
American agents and their secret
operations in different parts of the
world, was indexed to success and
victory.

According to the plan eight US Navy
RH-53D Sea Stallion helicopters
along with 5 C-130 transport aircraft,
along with the commandos, marines,
and the needed arms and ammunition,
were to land at a place code-named
“Desert One” in the Iranian desert,
some 320 km southeast of Tehran.
The next day the combat troops
would carry out the rescue mission in
Tehran, and would then fly off Iran,
along with the rescued American
hostages.
But nothing went according to the
plan. Two of the helicopters
developed mechanical problems at the
very start of the mission. The
helicopters got stuck in a violent
wind-driven sand storm while
landing. The troops, who had earlier
reached in the C-130s found a
passenger bus nearing them, on a
deserted road, not usually used. They
had to take the passengers off the bus
as hostages. But that was not all.
They found a fuel truck coming, not
stopping when shot at, and was hit.
That led to a big blast, with a huge
fire in the fuel truck.

But the “Operation Eagle Claw”, was
not a film plot. That was real. It was
going to be the very first operation of
“Delta Force”. In no way it was a very
very daring plan, to be operated in a
hostile country, and involved too
many different factors to click.

Despite all this, the Delta force
wanted to go on with the plan, but
due to the sand storm, another
helicopter developed a technical
problem and became un-operatable.
The plan had to be aborted, as it could
not be carried on with 5 helicopters.

Due to that, I had found myself a bit
more attracted to what was going on
in Iran in 1979 and onwards. I
remember, my father too was also
curious about the news coming from
Iran.

The plan was officially aborted, but
with all this hustle, one of the
helicopters collided with a C-130,
which led to not only the loss of both
but also the loss of 8 soldiers, due to
the fire.
The remaining soldiers flew off, from
“Desert One” quickly, leaving behind
the burnt bodies, helicopters, and
equipment, maps, etc etc. The next
morning Iranians found all these, and
the failure of “Operation Eagle Claw”
was the top story
So that was a big blow to the
American government, and the
American people in general, but also a
personal loss to the then President,
Jimmy Carter, who lost the ongoing
Presidential elections.
However, one thing that I did not
know earlier, but learned that
President Jimmy Carter, was not in
favour of carrying out this operation,
but with the passage of time and all
diplomatic
moves
becoming
unproductive, he had somewhat
unwillingly approved the execution of
the mission. The Americans had tried
but failed. The American hostages,
remained in Tehran to complete 444
days of their captivity and were
released on 20th January 1981.
I can say, that just yesterday I got a
chance to re-live those days of 1979
and 1980 when the “Operation Eagle
Claw” had failed.
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MAYHEM did it again for Tulips at Hati’s Cafe in Esentepe
Readers mail….
From Susie L Ford….

There are a lot of Thank Yous to
go through …..

MAYHEM and Friends smashed it
again for TULIPS with their 1980s
music comedy show at Hatis Café,
in Esentepe on the 11th of June
2022 at a fully booked and packed
venue.

To all our guest singers, you were
fantastic and it was a pleasure to
work with you all. It takes weeks
of rehearsals to put a show together
and your dedication has been
wonderful.

Guests started to arrive around 600 pm to be fed the most
wonderful, yummy 3 course meal!
A meze to start, followed by lamb
kleftiko, chicken, and meatballs,
then followed by beautiful desserts

* Thank you also to Emma
Gardner our Mayhems music
technician and Clarisse Cooper,
our admin lady, treasurer, raffle
lady, washer upper, and tea –
coffee maker.
* To everybody who donated raffle
prizes a very big thank you
* Not forgetting Hati and all her
family and staff who produced
beautiful foods and delivered
wonderful service.
* Sue Tilt, a special lady, and our
contact through Tulips.
* And lastly, to you all for coming
along to support Mayhem support
Tulips! We couldn’t do it without
any of you!
* A total of 3,627,00 TL was
raised for Tulips. WELL DONE
& THANK YOU ALL!

Then at 8.00 pm, the show started
with we, The Hosts, Martin Ford
and Susie Q together with all the
big stars from back in the 80s
appeared and entertained the
audience. Stars such as Sunny d
(Donna summer), Lino Bitchey
(Lional Ritchie), Blu Savannah
(Erasure), Sir Dwight Bendewithr
{(Elton John) Lady Boy G (Boy
George). Shades of grey (Blondie
), The White Clown (David Bowie)
Will-I-Con (Billy Idol). A and R,
(Rick Astley). Miss Ali-Mo
(Alison Moyet), Reggae G (Bob
Marley), Boy 3nd Banavida, (Fun
Boy 3 and Bananarama), Rivmix
(Eurythmics);
We had some
fantastic costumes and great
entertainment with lots of laughter
with guests singing along with the
MAYHEM act and then and
dancing too.

As you know I write all the shows
and I can promise you, the next
couple of Fundraisers will be
Outstanding!
Look out for future news and
posters on Facebook and in
CyprusScene too!

The entertainers:

MAYHEM’s SUSIE Q

MAYHEM singers, Susie Q,
Martin Ford, Kate Bell, Dave
Lavender and Kath Gardner

XXXXXX

Friends singers: Gavin Simons,
Linda Lamb, Diane Ward. Charlie
Bell. Malcolm Gannaway and
Cathy Lund,

PS: It’s so nice to receive
appreciation for all, our hard
work and this is what Sue Tilt
from Tulips had to say:
“The 80’s music scene will never
be the same again after a

wonderful night of fun and
complete ‘MAYHEM’ at Hati’s
Restaurant in Esentepe.
A wonderful cast of well known
singers graced the TRNC with
their presence including Elton
John, Bob Marley, Boy George,
Alison Moyet to name a few and
all with a difference!
Thank you to Susie and Martin
Ford and the whole team who
tirelessly rehearse for these shows
and it showed, it was an amazing
evening and ran like clockwork.
Thank you to everyone who
attended and for raising a grand
total of 3,627 TL!
On behalf of all our patients, we
thank you for all your time, effort
and support. We look forward to
the next event.
SUE TILT Tulips*
Editors note: A selection of
photos courtesy of Martin Ford,
Hati Gürbüz and Sue Tilt have
been shown in this article
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Sumarts 15th June Karaoke at the Seabreeze Restaurant
Readers mail ….
From Susie L Ford …..
Hello readers,
It was a fantastic full night for
Sumarts Karaoke at Seabreeze
Restaurant in Kucuk Erenkoy on
Wednesday 15th June 2022.
We had an array of different singers
all entertaining us and enjoying the
night and with no power cuts this
time, WOO HOO that was a result,
and to cap it all we had that yummy
Seabreeze fish and chips which is

really delightful.
Thank you to Mehmet and his team
for hosting and making us feel at
home.
Please book your place and meal
with us for next week to avoid
disappointment and the .. karaoke
starts 8.00 pm.
Looking forward to seeing you all
then
Susie Q Xxxx

To see more pictures of happy people at this event go to
CyprusScene.com articles

Susie’s Quiz results for 16th June at the Diiva Restaurant
Readers mail ….
From Susie L Ford ….. Quiz master
Hello Readers,
It was another busy night for Susie’s
Quiz at the Diiva Restaurant, Esentepe
on Thursday 16th June 2022 with NO
power cuts and we had lots of fun and
NO shut ya gobs.
The rounds consisted of, Easy 5,
Multiple Choice, Tabletop, Letter
round which this week was lateral
thinking, Danger Zone, Music Round,
Bump and Nominate.

* 4th The Swallows
Joint – Tyke Them Lot &
* 5th
Sherbet Lemons
Foundations
* 6th
* And the Famous Lemon went to The
Family,
Thank you to Ali Raza and his team
for the great service and yummy food
and for hosting our quiz night.
Thank you to the amazing Clarisse
Cooper for her continual help and
support and help and also to you
lovely quizzers thank you all for
joining us!

or myself to avoid disappointment.
Keep quizzing!
Susie Q Xxxx

The results were:
* 1st
* 2nd
* 3rd

Dunne N Dusted
Tyke That
The Socialites

Next week it’s my Martin’s birthday,
so do come along and join us for
another night of quizzing, fun, and
celebration. Everybody is welcome but
please book your seats either with Ali
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Emergency Telephone Numbers

8-day Weather Forecast

mobile numbers are prefixed 0533 or 0542 or 0548
landline numbers are prefixed 0392
POLICE
Emergencies
General
Girne
Lefkosa
Gazi Mağusa
Guzelyurt
Lapta

155
228 3411
815 2125
228 3311
366 5310
714 2140
821 8512

FIRE
Emergencies
Forest Fire
Girne
Lefkosa
Gazi Mağusa
Guzelyurt

199
177
815 2111
227 1259
366 5389
714 2200

AMBULANCE
Emergencies

112

HOSPITAL
Girne
Lefkoşa
Gazi Mağusa
Güzelyurt

20th June to 27th June 2022

8152266/815 2254
228 5441;
3662876/3665328
714 2125

ELECTRICITY
Electrical faults
Lefkoşa
Girne
Gazi Mağusa
Güzelyurt

188
225 3436
815 2223
366 5514
714 2122

WATER
Water problems:
Lefkoşa
Girne
Gazi Mağusa
Güzelyurt

228 3315
815 2118
366 4483
714 3516

Forthcoming Events
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Kaplıca Win Top Of The Table Clash
Result: YARKÖY PGSK 0 KAPLICA KARADENIZ 61 SK 2
By Richard Beale…
After a dreadful first half, two goals
in the opening 10 minutes of the
second half sealed Yarköy’s fate to
send Karadeniz Kaplıca to joint top
with Ergazi who lead the table on
goal difference.
Saturday June 11: Iktisatbank
BTM League 2, Group 7 : KaplIca
Emre Genç Stadium.
The last time I visited this Stadium
was probably 6-7 years ago when the
playing surface was just soil/earth and
dust with the only seating available
being bricks and stones or you took
your own seat!. Now there has been a
major transformation, we have a
superb grass playing surface, and the
pitch is massive and must be the
maximum allowed. New dressing
rooms, a car park and the addition of
two very small stands. The bricks and
stones are still there for additional
seating if you want them !, the only
criticism I have is there was no shade
and there are still matches to be
played in July when I shall imagine it
is a little uncomfortable. Kaplıca
Karadeniz are an ambitious club and
wants success their first priority is to
climb out of this league and into the
BTM League 1 (3rd division of
TRNC football).
The first half was dreadful, littered
with fouls every 2 minutes, and
players going down like “nine pins” it
was a relief to be honest when it
finished!. The only goal effort came
in the 36th minute when Berkant for
Kaplıca was fouled just outside the
box. Emre Turgut free kick brought a
good diving save from the Yarköy
goalkeeper Soner diving to his right
to push aside the shot.

different as Kaplıca went on the
offensive a low Ogün cross was met
by striker BERKANT iSTANBUL but
he smashed his effort high over the
bar from a good position.
He made amends in the 48th minute
when good work on the left by
Omayhan Çekiş, who had come on as
a second half replacement, got over a
low cross where Berkant had time to
control the ball, pick his spot and
shoot pass Soner 0-1.
52 minutes and the Yarköy left hand
goal post was struck from a free kick
from Uğur.
Karadeniz was now in the ascendency
and a second goal followed in the 54th
minute when their Captain OGÜN
DURSUN converted a low cross from
the right to send the Karadeniz fans
into raptures . 0-2
52 minutes and the Yarköy left hand
goal post was struck from a free kick
from Uğur.
Karadeniz was now in the ascendency
and a second goal followed in the 54th
minute when their Captain OGÜN
DURSUN converted a low cross from
the right to send the Karadeniz fans
into raptures. 0-2
Yarköy were certainly having an off
day though their midfielder player
Muhammed Öksüz was doing his
utmost to spark his team into life,
With Yarköy pushing men forward,
gaps appeared in their defence but
Kaplıca were guilty of some wasteful
finishing and they should have put the
game to bed long before the final
whistle.
FULL TIME SCORE : 0-2.

The start of the second half was so

Kaplıca are in the claret/blue strip.
Summing up
Kaplıca look well equipped to get into
the “playoffs” first they must
overcome leaders Ergazi if they are to
progress. They have made a shrewd
signing in securing the services of a
prolific goalscorer in BERKANT
ISTANBUL, who playing for Dörtyol
last season was the AKSA League 1
top goalscorer, He will always score
goals, strong and powerful hard to
knock off the ball, he at times occupies
the attention of 3 defenders. The
experienced
OGÜN
DURSUN
whoever he plays for is a “class act”
too good for this standard of football.
ERAY GENÇ caught my eye the 17year midfield player is on Super

League Yonpaş Dumlupınar’s books
he looks like a fine prospect. Tall,
gangly, socks down round his ankles,
akaa Jack Grealish style,he showed
some fine skills and should become a
very good footballer.
A word also for referee ŞAKIR
AZIZOĞLU – who kept firm control
of the match, especially in the first
half which was littered with fouls. He
was in no rush to show the yellow
card, applying common sense and
calmness.
Also, the match which attracted well
over 100 spectators was played in
good spirits, with no trouble both on
and off the pitch – another enjoyable
experience. .

